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Among the major processes[1-6] leading to tritium transport through Li

ceramic breeders the percolation[7] of gaseous tritium species through the

connected porosity remains the least amenable to a satisfactory treatment. The

combination of diffusion and reaction through the convoluted transport pathways

prescribed by the system of pores poses a formidable challenge[8-11]. The key

issue is to make the fundamental connection between the tortuousity of the

medium with the transport processes in terms of only basic parameters (e.g.

molecular diffusion coefficient and porosity distribution) that are amenable to

fundamental understanding and experimental determinations. This fundamental

challenges is met within the following approaches. The technique that we have

employed is a random network percolation model[13]. Local transport in each

individual pore channel is described by a set of convection-diffusion-reaction

equations. Long range transport is described by a matrix technique. The

heterogeneous structure of the medium is accounted for via Monte Carlo methods.

In this way the approach requires as inputs only physical-chemical parameters

that are amenable to clear basic understanding and experimental

determination[14]. In this sense it provides predictive capability. The

approach has been applied to an analysis of the concept of tritium residence

time which is associated with the first passage time, a direct output of our

analysis. It was shown that the distribution of first passage time has a

significantly skewed structure with a long time tail. An adequate description

of such a distribution requires higher order moments such as <t^> besides the

mean. Therefore analysis of experimental tritium release rates with some

average residence time needs to be treated with caution. In the next stage of

our work the tool that we have developed would be employed to investigate the

issues of very large networks, realistic microstructural information and the

effect of varying pressure gradient along the purge channels. We have

demonstrated that the approach that has been adopted can be utilized to analyze

in a very illuminating way the underlying issues of the concept of residence

time. We believe that the present approach 1s ideally suited to tackle these

very important yet difficult issues.
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Motivation

Percolation of gaseous tritium species
through porous Li ceramic breeders presents
unique challenges

Key issue is to make the fundamental
connection between the tortuousity of the
medium with the transport processes in terms
of only basic parameters (e.g. molecular
diffusion coefficients and porosity
distribution) that are amenable to
fundamental understanding and experimental
determinations.



Objective is to fonnulate an approach that
would incorporate

- Hie statistical element into the transport
process arising from the heterogeneous
nature of the pore structure and channels
that comprises the transport pathways

- Multi-dimensional nature of the transport
due to anisotropic solid breeder
configuration

- Accomplish these objectives while
minimizing the use of ad-hoc fudge
factors



Approach

• Intragranular porosity modeled as a random
network of (partially or totally)
interconnected channels

* Distribution of pore sizes with mean radius rc

given by:

'<=' Sf p

= porosity
~ = specific surface area

p = theoretical density
p = fraction of open channels
P = fraction of open channels that are

interconnected to the outside
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For each individual channel the following
coupled convection-diffusion-reaction equation
holds

3Cg 3C

where CL =
c -

u =

D g =

kd =
ka =
g
<cg> =

Gas phase concentration
Concentration on grain
surfaces
Velocity of tritium species in
the pore channel
Molecular diffusion
coefficient
Desorption rate constant
Adsorption rate constant
Tritium generation rate
Average gas phase
concentration



Note that these equations are assumed to be
valid only over a single pore channel. They
do not necessarily hold over macroscopic
length scales (i.e. many pores).

D g carries no ftidge factor such as
tortuousity.

Bosanquet representation for D~ utilized.

J_ _
^ " °k + DAB

Knudsen diffusion coefficient
m ° l e c u l a r diffusion coefficient for gas
mixture A and B (e.g. HT and He)

Equations solved via Laplace transform and
direct quadrature.



Long range transport handled via
matrix technique

(UCe - D3Ce) A
Current I = 6 — 6

3,

where A = pore channel cross section area

No net accumulation at each node i gives

Above equivalent to a matrix equation the
solution of which gives the concentration at
every node from which (he output flux can
be calculated.



Due to the statistical distribution of the
microstructure (e.g. pore sizes) a Monte
Carlo method is employed to obtain the
proper configuration averages for various
quantities such as output fluxes,
distribution of first passage time, etc.

2-dimensional square netwoik with the 4
corner nodes connected to a common outlet
node which represents conceptually one
location of the purge channel.



Analysis of residence time
concept

A residence time is supposed to represent in
some sense the "average" time a tritium-
bearing molecule spends within the solid
breeder

How well can tritium release data be
described by a single quantity such as an
"average" characteristic (e.g. residence)
time?



Inject sharp pulse at center node

Obtain output flux P(t) as a function of time

P(t) is proportional to the probability
distribution of first passage time.

First passage time is the time it takes a
tritium-bearing molecule after it has been
introduced into the breeder to reach for the
first time the outlet node

Identify this as residence time

A distribution of residence time



Concentration Profile for Small Press, Diff.
Single pulse
Time = 5.0



Concentration Profile for Small Press. Diff.
Single pulse
Time = 40.0
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Concentration Profile for Small Rress. Diff.
Single pulse

Time = 400.0



Flux vs. Time
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• Distribution very skewed with a long time
tail

• Average time r a v g very different from
rmax» * e m o s t

Convoluted pathway, concentration,
geometrical location of gradient the source
are principal factors

In addition to r a v g (i.e.<t>, the first
moment of P(t)) one needs higher order
moments <tr> to characterize experimental
release data.



Conclusion

Construct a random network percolation
model to describe tritium transport through
porous Li ceramic materials

Local transport via convection-diffusion-
reaction equations

Long range transport via matiix technique

Heterogeneous structure of medium via
Monte Carlo Method

No fudge factor such as tortuousity



Multi-dimensional

Distribution of first passage time very
skewed

Higher order moments <tk> in addition to
the mean <t> (residence time) may be
necessary to describe satisfactorily
experimental tritium release data


